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President Donald J. Trump expresses his belief that the
"Justice" Department placed a "Spy" in his Campaign
Matthew F. Hale knows the "Justice" Department placed
a "Spy" with him, the same FBI (Robert Mueller) that is
attempting to remove our President Trump from office
lrrefutable evidence has caused President Donald J. Trump to state
that the Obama Department of Justice through the Federal Bureau of
"spy" in his presidential campaign for
lnvestigation placed
nefarious-possibly even treasonous purposes.
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This type of criminality by the FBI is not new. Matthew Frederick Hale
knows that same tactic was used under then Director Robert Mueller
to bring and sustain false criminal charges against him. That is, what
the Deep State is trying to do to President Trump was done to
Matthew Hale.

President Trump has begun efforts to mend America's broken
]ustice system," of which he and some of his administration were
and are victims. He has already improved the standards of the
judiciary and is addressing much needed prison reform, pardoning
those unjustly convicted, commuting and reducing sentences and
releasing those subjected to unjustly long prison terms.

The above-mentioned Matthew Hale has an action for Commutation
of Sentence now pending. lt needs only the President's signature to
free him from the penalties of the same "frame" that Mueller and his
minions are now attempting against Donald Trump. Meanwhile, Hale
has suffered rn salitary confinement for fifteen years of what is a
forty-year senfencel But the only crime Matthew Hale committed was
to become a "subject of interest" to Robert Mueller and Obama's
Department of Justice!

Please contact President Donald Trump and ask that as part of his
reform efforts that he grant Matthew Frederick Hale a commutation of
his sentence. No greater act of justice and mercy is possible.
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Contact:
Evelyn Hutcheson
200 Carlson Ave. 25 H
Washington, lL 61571
Phone (309) 699-0785
<evelyn hutcheson 1 938@gmai l. com>

